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WOMEN IN THE CROSS-CULTURAL 

STUDIO 

Invisible tracks in the Indigenous 
artist's archive 

Una Rey 

Born of the 1970s, second wave fc:minism and Australia's Aboriginal arc movement 

have both matured gracefully: at first glance, we might acknowledge that they both 

won their original fight for art world recognition. Yet the question of whether 

feminism is welcome at the contemporary arc cable persists. Two recent exhibitions 

of Aboriginal women's art offered the opportunity to reflect on the intergenera

tional shifts of what I will call the post-essentialist, imerculcural feminist practict"s 

that lie at the heart of these two 'historic' movements but are rardy acknowledged 

in the narratives of Australian contemporary art. 

Over the summer of 2016-2017, the National Gallery of Victoria's (NGV) 

1¥ho'.s Afraid o
f 

Colour? surwyed the work of 118 'great contemporary Indigenous 

innovators -transformers of tradition and precedent - who all happen to be 

women'.' Yet, rather than focus on the significance of gender. curator Judith Ryan 

was quick to emphasise the title's reference to both Barnett Newman's famous bte 

modernist series Who'.i Afraid of Red, White and Blue ( 1966-70) and American racial 

politics (in which colour is a euphemism for non-white).2 At least the NGV set

tled a debt incurred in 1981 when it showcased 328 male and no female artists in 

Aboriginal Australia. 3 

On a similar crusade, Marking tlze b1finite: Co111e111porary Women Artists from 

Aborigi11al Australia touring the US and Canada in 2016-20 I 9 follows the all-male 

No 801mdaries: Aborigi1,a/ A11s1ralia11 Co11te111porary Abstract Pai11ti11g (2015-2016). The 

American collectors Debra and Dennis Scholl, whose works featured in both exhi

bitions, appear keen to demonstrate that Australian Indigenous art is a virile heir co 

the formalist adventure of modernism.' But they also celebrate the distinct cultural 

identities of the artists, all drawn from remote community art centres across inland 

and tropical Australia.5

Was I alone in hearing echoes of Edward Albee's 1962 play on middle-class dys

function Who'.5 Afraid of Virgi11ia Woo/j? and whispering the riposte 'W ho's afraid of 
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feminism?' Are curators afraid that feminism's supposedly dated essentialist identity 

politics could evoke nostalgia for something chat was never so simple, or disrupt the 

carefully constructed cultural essentialism of much Indigenous contemporary arc> 

Curatorial revisionism without penetrating scholarship can't resuscitate femi

nism, but an assembly of won,en's work is one way to take the pulse of contempo

rary practices in an art world where public imtitutions continut> to underrepresent 

female artists and commonly disavow the influence of feminist theories and 

practices on contemporary art. However, tweaking the numbers is only a start. 

For nearly 40 years,Judith Ryan has orchestrated key exhibitions of all forms of 

Indigenous art, with one eye on modernist aesthetics and one on the social, cultural 

and political force of the work, including the development of women artists whom 

she called 'the sleeping giants of the Aboriginal art n10ve111cnt.' 6Yec, in reconstruct

ing the castle of modernism, Ryan stays firmly within its walls. She does not cake 

the opportunity co revisit anthropologist Diane Bell's cr itical analysis of 2002 that 

drew che obvious conclusion chat • Aboriginal women are indeed n:writing the 

patriarchal script and in so doing posing a number of challenges for feminists'.' 

We may wonder how fominism can be imagined in the uneven. inequitable 

conditions of posccolonial Australia, so amplified in remote communities. Curator 

Hetti Perkins made an attempt when lamenting Aboriginal women's invisibility 

from the canon: 'First Fleecers carr ied to Aboriginal Australia an ethnic lens that 

asserted the subordination of women and took chis sexist, and by extension racist, 

perspective to bear on the Aboriginal societies they met in the colony.' 8 In other 

words, colonial histories rendered Indigenous women invisible and the Western art 

world doubled down on char blind spot. 

At the same time, however, Western feminism brought wider recognition to 

Aboriginal women's cultural knowledge and authority and broken:d the emer

gence of women painters in remote Australia.The modernising of Aboriginal com

munities had as much impact on traditional gender relations as it did in Western 

society, although the rates of change have been shaped by different complexities. 

What is clear is that the presence of female anthropologists. teachers, linguists, art 

coordinators, critics and curators invested in feminism together with the will of 

Aboriginal women bore a le!,,acy chat was insrrnmental in the development of wom

en ·s Indigenous contemporary art. 9 This was paralleled in the work of Indigenous 

women curators rnch as Perkins, Brenda L. Croft and Margo Neale who were pav

ing the way for the work's urban reception. 

So far so conventional: a local mirroring of rhe broader Wesrern social and 

political history of the late 20th century, in which the Ocher (white ladies first) 

and 'the Rest' fought their way to the tables of cultural production and consump

tion. The tensions between white and black teminism and across geni:racions of 

feminists have been so well scrutinised in academia that they haw reached the 

point of cliche - as evident in a student FE!'V\SOC poster on a regional university 

noticeboard: 'We are intersection al, anti-sexist, :mti-racist, anci-heceronormative, 

anti-capitalist feminists, with an emphasis on l)IY and relational activism in 

[insert place name].' 10 






















